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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn what new functionality is available with the release of 2018 REVIT and how it
affects FAB Parts
Discuss the struggles we have encountered with accessing data and the solutions
we have found
Understanding the spooling options with FAB Parts in REVIT 2018
Where do we go from here? Looking ahead, beyond tomorrow!

Description
In this class we will discuss using FAB Parts in REVIT from Comfort Systems point of view. We
will discuss the current state, the struggles we have encountered so far, and what we have been
able to do with the API to enhance FAB Parts in REVIT with the 2018 release. We will also
show examples of models created using FAB Parts, what we can do with the data from these
models, and how we are fabricating from them.

Speaker(s)
Kevin Allen is currently employed at Comfort Systems USA (CSUSA)—a premier mechanical
systems installation and service provider with annual revenue of $1.7 billion—as Director of
Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Productivity. CSUSA is a national organization with
over 8,000 employees and 45 operating companies (some being service only). Currently 26 of
these locations utilize virtual design and construction (VDC), with 10 sheet metal fabrication
shops, numerous pipe and plumbing shops, and 205 employees utilizing the Fabrication
software products on a single database. Kevin is responsible for implementing, training, and
advising on best practices for these companies, developing standards within the organization,
and providing technology recommendations for the future, along with numerous other tasks.
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William Tucker is currently working at Comfort Systems USA, a Premier Mechanical Systems
Installation and Service provider, as BIM Trainer and Product Specialist. CSUSA is a national
organization with 8,000 employees. CSUSA has one Autodesk Fabrication National Database
that is shared with 26 companies, 10 Sheet Metal Fabrication Shops and 205 users. William is
responsible for implementing, training, and advising on best practices for these companies,
developing standards within the organization, and providing technology recommendations for
the future. In the past, William has trained and Implemented Autodesk Fabrication CADmep,
ESTmep, and CAMduct as well as utilized it as a 3D detailing and coordination package.
William has been using Autodesk Products for 30 years. William enjoys helping others utilize the
software to its fullest extent.
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FAB Parts in REVIT 2018 New Functionality
With the release of REVIT 2018 and the subsequent updates of 2018.1 and 2018.2, Autodesk
has provided many new tools.

Change MEP Fabrication Service
Use the Change Service tool to change the fabrication service for an entire network or a portion
of a network. You can change the service to one that uses a different service template and
specification than the originally selected part.
When you change the service of an MEP Fabrication system connected to another system, you
can specify a service that uses a different service template.

Additional information can be found on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
See Change the Service for Fabrication Parts in Revit.
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Change MEP Fabrication Part Sizes
Use the Change Size tool when you want to change the sizes on a run of fabrication pipework,
ductwork, or containment. To do this, you select the FAB parts in an MEP Fabrication system,
click the Change Size button at the ribbon.

Additional Information can be found on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
See Change the Size of Fabrication Parts in Revit.

Override Filter colors for Fabrication Parts
Use the Filters in REVIT to override the colors, and apply a Solid Fill to the objects. This is
useful for us here at Comfort when we have a view setup to show which pieces of ductwork will
have Dynamic Holes and which ones won’t. Shown below, some taps are green, indicating we
want a hole cut in the Rectangular Duct. This parameter is a tick box for us, which transfers to
CAMduct, allowing the shop manager to “updatedynamicholes” in CAM to remove unwanted
holes.
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Additional information can be found on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
Override filter colors for fabrication parts: Use the Visibility/Graphics dialog to
override the graphic display and control the visibility of fabrication parts.
See About Controlling Visibility and Graphic Display of Elements Using Filters
Multi-point Routing for sloped Fabrication Piping
There is a new button on the MEP Fabrication Parts Palette that allows the user to route a
system similar to Multi-Point Fill in the CADmep environment. This tool now supports the
creation of sloped piping for Fabrication Parts.

Additional information can be found on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
Multi-point routing for sloped piping (2018.1): The Multi-point routing tool for
MEP fabrication now supports the creation of sloped piping. See Use the
Multi-Point Routing Tool.
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Dynamic Holes transfer from 2018 REVIT to CAMduct
When you use the Revit Extension for Fabrication, information related to holes in duct
developments for branches/taps can now be exported to the MAJ file. Holes for Dynamic
Branches must be enabled in the fabrication database loaded for the Revit model you are
exporting from. See Pattern Options in the Autodesk Fabrication User's Guide.

Additional information can be found on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
Holes in duct developments for branches/taps (2018.1): When you use the Revit
Extension for Fabrication, information related to holes in duct developments for
branches/taps can now exported to the MAJ file. Holes for Dynamic Branches
must be enabled in the fabrication database loaded for the Revit model you are
exporting from. See Pattern Options in the Autodesk Fabrication User's Guide.

Print Fabrication Reports
Use the Fabrication Reports add-in to create and print reports containing information about
Fabrication Parts in Revit.
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Print Reports (Recommend using this most of the time)
Setup Item Reports
Setup Ancillary Reports
Setup Linear Nest Reports
Setup Worksheets
Be extra careful with these “Setup” options as they do allow the
user to modify all reports within the CADmep database. There is
no protection for Admin rights to edit these reports.

Additional information can be found on the Autodesk Knowledge Network
This section taken from the Autodesk Knowledge Network

Struggles we have encountered accessing data with FAB Parts
With the release of REVIT 2018 and the subsequent updates of 2018.1 and
2018.2, Autodesk has provided access to data, but limited at best. Currently we
are using the API(Application Programming Interface) to read from the Fab Parts
and write to a shared parameter we can use for scheduling.

Struggles we have encountered getting to Data for FAB Parts
With the release of REVIT 2018 and the subsequent updates of 2018.1 and
2018.2, Autodesk has provided access to data, but limited at best. Currently we
are using the API(Application Programming Interface) to read from the Fab Parts
and write to a shared parameter we can use for scheduling. We have another
class on Thursday at 3:45pm showing how we are using Dynamo to gain access
to these important data fields
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Building Schedules
Schedules have been the biggest challenge for us. Finding the parameter available to show on
the schedule has been difficult. With access to Dynamo and the API, things are much better.
For instance, here are a few examples of some schedules we can build now.
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Service Type Parameter
Service Type is a filter that is used for just about every report we have. It can be accessed by
Dynamo and written to a parameter in REVIT, which can then be scheduled. Now that we have
Service Type as a filter, we can build schedules using this as a filter. Here is an example of
what happens on a MEP Fabrication Pipework and a MEP Fabrication Ductwork Schedules.
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We can also provide MEP Fabrication Hanger Schedules.

Connectors Parameter
Connectors are very important for us because we use them on Assembly Sheets. This drives
the fabrication efforts in the shop. Without reading connectors and applying them to a
parameter, we could not schedule them. Connectors can be accessed by Dynamo and written
to a parameter, which can then be scheduled.

Where we are Today?
Companies using FAB Parts
Currently we have 9 out of 26 companies utilizing FAB Parts in REVIT. This time last year it
was 2. We have many companies who are converting the design model to Fabrication Parts
within the REVIT environment, then creating .maj files to continue the coordination process in
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CADmep, because they lack the time to learn a new platform. Those who have taken the extra
time to learn REVIT, are not going back!

Assembly Manager for creating Spools
We have created our own Assembly Manager for automated processing of assemblies(spools)
for Fabrication Parts. Just like batch processing in CADmep, the user defines each assembly
within the model, then processes them.
We use our Assembly Manager to manage the process as it can tell us if an assembly has
views on the sheet, if it has schedules on the sheet, and if it is “complete” and ready for printing.
Last year, we could only apply Install Type and Material columns on schedules, but now we can
apply connector name, for those situations where Conn1=Bevel and Conn2=Grooved. This is
really important for our assemblies.
Sample from FAB Parts in REVIT 2017
We were only able to show install type

Sample from 2018.2 FAB Parts in REVIT
We can now show the end conditions for pipe prep in the shop

Change Status and Send to FAB
Currently we have a Change Status button and a Send to FAB button on our ribbon. We use
the Change Status for changing the status of ductwork prior to sending to CAM. If you use the
export maj button from REVIT, you don’t know what has been sent to CAM and what has not.
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By default FAB parts are drawn with a status of Design. We change to Approved prior to using
our Send to FAB button. IF, the ductwork is not Approved, it will not be sent out. When we use
the Send to FAB button, it changes the status of the FAB Part to Issued to CAM. We have it
setup so that only ductwork with a status of Approved will be sent with the .maj file, preventing
duplicate fabrication of ductwork. Here is a screen shot of the Item Status from CADmep.

I have created a view and added a filter that shows the highlighted red duct is “Issued to CAM”
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Design to Fabrication Conversion
Currently in 2018.2, there is a button that can be used when converting design ductwork to FAB
Parts. This is useful, but in some cases, we want to process several systems at once. This is
why we came up with another tool CS Design to FAB. This tool filters the project for systems,
allows the end user to “map” the systems to the preferred Fabrication Service, and an option to
optimize or not.
This tool also allows us to convert Accessories prior to converting the system to make sure the
conversion is as effective as possible.
Last year we showed how valves family names could be exported from a schedule, added to the
Button Mappings in CADmep, then reload the configuration in REVIT in order to get the valves
to convert. We have a better process now thanks to Applied Software.

Create generic families with family names like Ball Valve, Strainer, Balancing Valve, Butterfly
Valve, Check Valve, Gate Valve, Globe Valve etc. Since these are Pipe Accessories and the
valves inside the REVIT model are Accessories, you can swap out the Types for each of the
different valves. By making these more generic, it allows the Design to FAB process the ability
to apply the correct valve based on the conditions of the Service Template you are applying to
the selected system. Here is an example of how this works.
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If I run Design to FAB at this stage, it leaves all “generic” valve families in tact.
The better workflow is to convert the valves to generic family valves.
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Design to FAB Process valves converted. Notice it uses what I have setup in my service
template.

Send Ductwork for Fabrication

Understanding the Spooling options in REVIT
Assembly Manager built by Comfort Systems
Here is a screen shot of our Assembly Manager dialog box. Simple yet effective. We can now
assign a weld tag, a continuation tag (which spool is connected at each end of the current
spool).
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Victaulic Assembly Manager
Victaulic has an Assembly Manager as well. You can find it at the following link.
Victaulic Tools
Here is their dialog box for setting up assemblies.
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Here is a look at their dialog box and a sample assembly sheet.

Alternate Solutions
Create .maj file and spool in CADmep or hire a developer to create an Assembly Manager for
your organization.

Where do we go from here? Looking ahead.
As it stands today, our overall users of FAB Parts in REVIT only accounts for 15% of our users
who are detailing/coordinating with the Fabrication Products. We expect that by the end of
2018, that number will be 50-60% of our users.
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Comfort Systems is putting a plan in place to have a centralized detailing department. Our goal
here is to accommodate the overflow from each of our Operating Companies across the nation.
We have more productivity tools we are working on to help facilitate coordination in the REVIT
environment.
Set Connector Tool
Sleeve Placement
Option for Point Locations
Productivity Packages for Project Startup
We are also investigating Cloud based File Sharing Solutions
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